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Abstract: This paper proposes a multi-lingual pseudo natural language programming for beginners, so as to 
introduce basics of computer science. In this paper, we at first explain the background of this research. After that, 
we describe the implementation of our system, and discuss the applicability of our system with experiment result 
as interviews of subject students. 

 
1. Introduction 
Today, advanced enterprises such as Amazon, Google, and Facebook are in a situation where acquisition of 
sophisticated IT technicians is deciding shipping, and the situation of IT engineers’ ability to influence the national 
economy continues. 

In addition, there is no argument that logic thinking is required for the user side to master highly advanced 
software products, and training is a problem. 

The ability to solve problems required by recent OECD’s academic evaluation for students and adults (PISA 
and PIAAC) will reflect this situation. 

Under these circumstances, it was decided to conduct programming education from elementary school students 
as a policy of the nation in Western countries [3]. 

In response to this, it was clearly stated in Japan that programming education is provided at elementary and 
secondary education. 

The programming education conducted here is aimed at realizing the work, which the user wants the computer 
to do, as a program, as shown in the introductory phase of programming education [5] proposed by UNESCO. It 
does not mean to teach how to write a programming language. 

To that end, programming with mother tongue is effective, in which the learner can understand the meaning of 
the program he thought himself [1]. 

For this purpose we aim to develop a (pseudo) natural-language style programming environment ”NiPaMo” so 
that if an ordinary person learns it, it is easy to prepare a program. For this reason we aim to simplify the grammar 
as much as possible. 

The most important development objective is to enable to read the written program as (pseudo) Japanese natural 
language. Specifically, the development goal is to be able to read it as a complete native language as an educational 
language. 

It explains below that programming by native language is effective in introductory education, programming 
education which is not language teaching education should be what, native language programming is effective, 
and it does not go against internationalization. After that, we show the design philosophy of natural language 
programming language aiming at minimizing the learning load of learners and consider the first realization. 

In this paper, we at first explain the background of this research. After that, we describe the implementation of 
our system, and discuss the applicability of our system with experiment result as interviews of subject students. 
We conclude our research at the end. 



2. Backgrounds 
To teach a programming language to beginners, students should do the following two works at the same time: 

•	Understanding a new language, and 

 •	Design a program using the language. 

“Try and error” education style is not carried out in recent education that Japanese education learns correct 
thing. Frequent occurrence of grammar errors alone causes frustration and classes often end up with training to 
write according to grammar. 

Since the programming language is a language targeted at experts for the purpose of practical utility, many 
ingenious measures to efficiently create practical programs are made. Many tasks that beginners cannot understand 
meanings will be forced. 

Another problem is the possibility of using a working language in the future. There are a few students who are 
general educators and will become programmers in the future. In the future, it is expected that the number of 
programmers themselves will decrease because only advanced technicians have come to survive. Therefore, it is 
unlikely that learners will use the current practical language. 

On the other hand, it is expected that the number of people who need logical thinking will increase from now. 
This is because the application fields of information technology are increasingly spread. With the introduction of 
computers, the information system used in social life is going to perform complicated tasks, it is not possible to 
deal with how to use it by rote memorization, and it is expected that the necessity to think logically is increased. 
As a means of nurturing these logical thinking abilities, experience of trying to create programs is very effective. 

When trying logical thinking education, algorithm construction is the most useful part in programming 
activities. In traditional programming classes, education useful in going out into society has not been done because 
it has ended with grammar understanding before reaching here. 

Pseudo-code has been used conventionally in education of algorithm construction, and the mother tongue as 
the mother tongue has been used. Since pseudo-code can not be executed, it must be translated into a working 
language. Then, even if you can get rid of grammar errors, you need to eradicate run-time errors subsequently. At 
the end of it, it does not always work as expected. When trying to do this, it is necessary to accurately decipher an 
unfamiliar practical language. Because this is difficult for beginners, I will try to run the program by trial and error 
in a guilt way. This will not be a logical thinking education. 

Like scratch, even if you create a program by tiling and release it from grammar errors, it does not always 
work as intended. I have to read the program I wrote and think about why the algorithm written there does not 
work as intended. This part is an important part as logical thinking education. Here, mother tongue programming 
exerts its power. If the meaning of written program is described in mother tongue, understanding it can understand 
why it does not work as intended. Ability to accurately read the native language sentence is required. 

Word order such as Japanese, Korean, etc., the verb comes after the object. Therefore, for programming 
complicated procedures, a programmer should remember only the object, and then he can imagine the action he 
wants to execute.For Japanese people, it is necessary to create a programming language of Japanese word order. 
For that reason, visual programming languages such as “scratch” [2] may be a solution because those are 
independent with natural language word order. However, for expert programmers, visual languages are too simple 
and do not have enough functions to develop a professional use application. 

 
3. Implementation and discussion 
We have developed a prototype of pseudo natural language programming environment, Japanese version 
“NiPaMo,” and its English extension version (named “EPamo.” NiPaMo is an abbreviation of NIhongo (“Japanese” 
in Japanese), PAison (Python [4], pronunciation in Japanese), and MOdoki (“pseudo” in Japanese) . Figure 1 and 2 
are the screenshots of NiPaMo and EPaMo respectively. 



Figure 1: Screenshot of NiPaMo. 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of EPaMo. 



Both are developed by Python, and implemented as translators. Codes written in NiPaMo are translated line by 
line, and so the programming style is quite similar to Python, as NiPaMo is designed for a bridge to learn Python 
after the introduction of NiPaMo.. For instance, 

 
‘‘30 madeno sorezorewo A tosite kurikaesu’’ 

(originally written by Japanese character, and the meaning is ‘‘repeat until 30 as A’’ ) is translated to 

‘‘for _1 in range(1,30+1):’’ 

as a sentence of Python. In this case, the position of “30” is different from the original NiPaMo statement, and 
“A” is translated to “ _1 ” automatically. Moreover, the end of Python If-statement requires “:” (colon), but 
NiPaMo programmer can omit “:” at the end, and that may be helpful for beginners. In the prototype, translation is 
performed as; 

• translation from defined keywords into Pythons’ keywords, such as “Mosi...naraba” (“if...then” in Japanese) 

into “if...:”, and so on. 

 
• automatic translation from the series of the pre-defined characters (Katakana in Japanese) into a variable, 

• limited code translation from/to ASCII/Unicode (UTF-8), 

• and word position re-arrangement. 

At the current prototype version, a user can use only via WWW access, as the prototype is implemented only 
for Web application. However, if Python is installed in a PC, a user can use with any operating system without 
network access because the prototype only uses the Python modules of “CGIHTTPServer” and “BaseHTTPServer” 
as Web Server. We have already confirmed to use on Windows, macOS, and Linux, and we believe any other 
systems can be supported. 

4. Discussion 
As a feasibility study, six subjects, all of who are university male students, have used NiPaMo as introduction of 
programming for two months, 1.5 hours per week. 

After finishing the tutorial of NiPaMo, we have interviews for evaluation of NiPaMo. Among six, two students 
evaluate “good for introduction”, but other four do not evaluate so good. 

Further interviews reveal the four have already some experience of programming and one of the reasons of 
non-preference is that it is a little bit troublesome to enter Japanese characters, or operate IME (Input Method 
Editor). 

For the time being, we have carried out only six subjects and we need more experiments with more subjects for 
longer time period. Moreover, we performed only qualitative evaluation and we believe we need more quantitative 
evaluation with experiment result data. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper presents a (pseudo) natural-language style programming environment “NiPaMo” so to be easy to 
prepare a program. For this reason we aim to simplify the grammar as much as possible. We develop a prototype, 
which supports Japanese-style as well as English, and evaluate some. We implement a prototype written by 
Python, and the coding style is aimed to be an introduction of learning Python as well. 



As for future plan, we have to brush up the prototype to enable to use a certain scale of real-world application, 
and furthermore, we will attempt to support other language style such as Chinese, Korean, and so on. 
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